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another jackie chan movie! it's the story of a guy named fu who's a janitor at a kung fu school. one day, a man named chen sing (who does the choreography for the school's show) sees fu's skills and challenges him to a fight. chen sing is a huge guy and he's way tougher than fu. after all, fu's
only ever fought kids at the school. so, fu gets bullied by chen sing and the other teachers. so, fu decides to find chen sing's father and pay him for the choreography. when fu finds him, his father tells fu that he owes him money and that he's going to make him pay. he then takes fu to a man
who does the eagles claw and tells him that he can get money from him. so, fu goes and fights a man named bekka, who does the eagles claw. kennedy is a professional armed robber on the run from the cops. when he's arrested, the feds toss him in a special prison designed to take over-the-

top supervillains. there, the warden forces him to be a gladiator who will face off against the main villain of the movie. this guy is named the eagles claw. kennedy wants to fight him in a fight to the death because he says that the fight will be for the souls of all mankind. the warden has no
choice but to let him fight, but he has no intention of letting him win. i watched this movie as a cheap english dub under the title snake in the eagle's shadow ii, although the alternative title of snaky knight fight against mantis is a lot more fun. it's your typical cheap period kung fu effort from
the era, shot in taiwan, featuring carter wong in brief support and a leading role for bottom-of-the-barrel go-to guy don wong as the erstwhile hero.some versions of the print seem to tag on scenes from the jackie chan film in order to justify the sequel tag, although the version i saw didn't. in

any case, this is a typical kung fu movie, full of average fight scenes, exaggerated character humour, and some knockabout comedy. much of the humour comes from a silly old master type who the bad guys are convinced has a fake moustache, so they're forever trying to pull it off, which for
some reason makes him into a great fighter.wong's character seems to be one of the dimmest heroes in hong kong cinema, given that he's scammed out of all his money in the early scenes. chen sing turns up for a while too. as is usual with this type of film, the best part of snake in the

eagle's shadow ii is the climax, a lengthy one-on-one bout between hero and villain. the hero employs some cool cat and snake styles in his fighting and there are some fun, cheap special effects to entertain the viewer, with the'snake slithering' effect a favourite.
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snake in the eagles shadow (1978), "a boon to all" (from mr. chan). a cat boy, “fu” (jackie chan) has a siskeeling in school. he sits and waits for the bullies to kick him out of school. one day, his kung-fu master saves
him from a bully and tells fu, “you are a chinese man and a chinese man follows a code.” the master, mr. chi, has a shameful past. he became a traitor for his country (thailand). when he saw mr. chi first time, he did
an eagles claws maneuver, but he failed. he spent more than 30 years in prison, and mr. chi was forced to kick him out of school. the master, mr. chi, says, “fu, your kung-fu is just like an eagle’s claw.” fu says, “how
can that be?” mr. chi says, “when the eagle is young, it has a toy to practice its claw. the eagle uses its claw to catch the toy. the master says, “fu, your toy is the snakes, but practice your claw for mr. chi, not for the
snake.” mr. chi continues, “fu, do you know what the snake does?” then, he tells fu, “snakes hide in trees and jump out to hunt. their bite is deadly.” when the master, mr. chi, starts to teach fu, his students, students,

bully and their classmates, laughs at the master. they call him an old man, his kung-fu master. then, fu fights with the student who calls him an old man. he defeats the student and his buddies admit his kung-fu
master to be a kung-fu genius. one day, fu’s father dies. then, he goes to a temple and receives this message from the buddha, “fu, do not blame your ancestors for your shortcomings. you can be a great man now.”
when the master saves fu from the bullies, he says, “fu, there are two kinds of people, the snakes and the eagles.” fu now fights the bad guys instead of complaining to them. fu defeats the master in the class, but he
knocks the master down. then, he reveals his snakes-footed fighting style. then, he says that he will take revenge on mr. chi. then, mr. chi has no choice but to challenge fu. fu has no body. he only has his two legs.
then, he says that he will defeat mr. he insults mr. chi with an eagle-like claw and knocks him down. then, he ties him up with ropes and flees to the top of a 2,000-foot waterfall. the master is scared of the waterfall,
but fu is not scared. he says, “fu, now you will no longer be called a man. fu, do not be a coward, but a martial artist.” then, he leaps off the top of the waterfall and knocks down the master. fu says, “there are two

kinds of people, the snakes and the eagles.” he runs away. with only his two feet, fu, the little boy, becomes a master. then, he hears the voice of the buddha. this movie is rated 8/10. this is a action, comedy, martial
arts, kung fu. 5ec8ef588b
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